


No President, Congress, Government 
or Law has the power to save or ruin 
your life.

What ruins your life is giving your power 
away by BELIEVING that someone else 
has power to ruin your life. 



For in the way you judge,
you will be judged;
and by your standard of measure,
it will be measured to you.

Matt. 7.2



… OUT OF FEAR

… OUT OF LACK



… FOR GOD, LIKE GOD, AS GOD
… ALL IS WELL
… NOTHING IS MISSING
… TO CREATE
… FOR THE GOOD OF ALL



Depend on the winner 
to have all the answers.



God is omnipresent Mind enfolding and 
interpenetrating all things. Mind is 
common to all, above and below, within 
and without. God must be in His universe 
as everywhere intelligent power; 
otherwise it would fall to pieces.

Charles Fillmore – Dynamics for Living



Expect the Government
to rescue the economy.



Expect the Government to
to assure health insurance.



The physical body is the projection of 
man’s consciousness. He carries the 
body in the mind. If the body-idea is 
grounded and rooted in Divine Mind, 
the body will be filled with a perpetual 
life flow.

Charles Fillmore – Dynamics for Living



Divine Life is my Source
of ever-renewing health.



Laws to protect me
against opposition.



A kingdom divided against itself
cannot stand. Mark 3.24

Don’t judge according to 
appearance but judge by true 
standards. John 7.24



For in the way you judge,
you will be judged;
and by your standard of measure,
it will be measured to you.

Matt. 7.2



Rise up in all faith and declare that you are 
one with Infinite Mind. Know that wherever 
you may go, there within you, waiting to be 
used, is all the power there is in the whole 
universe. The realization that we are dealing 
with one and not with two powers enables 
us to think with clearness. We are not 
troubled about competition or opposition or 
failure because there is nothing but life, and 
this life is giving to us all that we could ask 
for, wish, or think into it.

Ernest Holmes – Living the Science of Mind



Against the Adversary



…WITH LOVE



Love is the power that joins and binds in 
divine harmony the universe and everything 
in it. Think about love, and all the ideas 
that go to make up love will be set into 
motion. This produces a positive love 
current which, when sent forth with power, 
will break up opposing thoughts of hate, and 
render them null and void.

Charles Fillmore – Dynamics for Living



My life depends on it



ALL LIVES depend on it



Only the Divine matters
And because the Divine matters

Everything matters

Thomas Keating



In this election, we envision 
harmony, compassion and 

inclusivity in all results.
Together we stand for 

truth, understanding and peace. 
Remembering all that unites us, 

we are guided forward to 
lift the energy of our nation 
and allow love to triumph. 

And so it is…Amen.


